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According to Suzanne Ellis' 1979 report i
Professional Concerns Committee: We've got
our Committee on Opportunities (?) in Physics. on physics degrees and enrollments, we have
finally reached a leveling off in the rate at
Council app~ a Bylaws change to drop the
which physiCS Ph.D.'s are granted in the United
Professional Concerns Committee and add a
Committee on O. in P. with a mandate to "be
States. From a high of almost 1600 per year in
responsible for activities relating to opportu 1970 (Figure 1), the rate has decreased to 972
nities in physics and the evolution of physics Ph.D.'s granted in the 1977-78 academic year;
as a career
and to make appropriate recom and reliable extrapolations predict a constant
mendations on these matters to the President
rate of about 1000 per year through 1~83. The
and Council". The intent of the change in
crucial question is whether this rate of pro
title and charge is to mollify the IRS. APS
duction of new physics Ph.D.'s is equal to the
President Branscomb will now appoint committee yearly demand for new Ph.D. 's in physics
members, and promises to nudge the committee
and physics-related fields? In more human terms:
into life. I've got a number of ideas for
can the new physics Ph.D's all find permanent
careers in physics? This was not possible
things they can do, and no doubt many of you
during most of the 1970's when overproduction
have ideas also. Write to Brian Schwartz,
of physics Ph.D.'s forced at least 6000 physics
Acting Chairman (Dean of Arts and Sciences,
Brooklyn College, New York, N.Y. 11210). Most Ph.D. 's to leave the traditional areas of
important, send in suggestions (including your physics and at least 1000 to leave science
altogether. 2 These numbers are quite large
self) for committee members. Lets have some
when one considers that the total number of
good, unreasonable, irascible people.
physics Ph.D.'s granted in this country is
New Building: Physical Review has to leave
about 30,000. A look at the painful days of
the Brookhaven site. No room. Council em
the early 1970's can be obtained by reading
powered the Executive Committee to commit up
the February, 1975 (Volume 4, No.1) issue
to $750,000 to buy land and erect offices for
of this newsletter which is an informal pro
the Physical Review/Physical Review Letters
ceedings of the Conference on Tradition and
staff. A developer has a site near the en
Change in Physics Graduate Education
trance to Brookhaven Labs. It sounds like a
(Pennsylvania State University, August 1974).
reasonable solution (and a good investment).
(Continued on page 6)
A great deal of information relevant to
--------------,.----------~ the question of whether the new Ph.D. 's will be
IN THIS ISSUE:
able to find permanent physics careers is con
tained in the 1977 article by Lee Grodzins
~alled
"Supply and Demand for Ph.D. Physicists,
Report from the APS Council,
1975
to
1980".3 Present day economic condi
Earl Callen
page 1
tions, general employment conditions, and
academic employment conditions are very close
Physics Ph.D.'s and Permanent
to those assumed by Grodzins when he wrote
Careers in Physics - 1978,
this article. Figure 2 is taken from his
the Editor
page 1
Figure 9. Physicists like to understand where
numbers come from, and so I'll give a brief
Forum Officers and Executive
explanation of Figure 2 for the year 1980.
COlTll1ittee
page 7
Grodzins uses for his calculations a
(continued on page 2)
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PHYSICS PR.D.'s AND PERMANENT CAREERS (continued from page 1)
base of about 19,000 Ph.D. physicists employed in traditional areas of physics;
which he defined as those areas in which graduate schools of physics concentrate. 4
Actuary data predicts a 1.16% death and retirement rate for 1980.

This leads to

a need for abour 200 new Ph.D.'s per year for death and retirement replacements.
The next category in Figure 2 is replacement of those physicists who voluntary
leave physics for some other field.

The third category in Figure 2, upgrading

of non-Ph.D. physics positions to Ph.D. physics positions assumes that the 6000
non-Ph.D. positions will be converted to Ph.D. positions at the rate of 4% per
year.

Thus, if there is

~

net growth in the employment in the traditional areas

of physics, the need for new Ph.D. 's is about 600 per year,.
There is no way to substantially increase this estimate of 600 per year.
Indeed it may be optimistic in view of the new federal law which says that the
minimum age for mandatory retirement is 70; compared to the traditional 65.
And in California, which is often a bellwether for the nation, it is illegal to
have a mandatory retirement policy based on age.
(continued on page 3)
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Actual and projected number of physics doctorated granted 1965-1983 (Ref. 1)
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PHYSICS PH.D's AND PERMANENT CAREERS (continued from page 2)
How will the gap be closed between Figure 2's estimate of 600 new jobs per
year and Figure l's estimate of 1000 new Ph.D.'s per year?

It will be closed in

three ways.
a) Foreigns Students: about 25% of those receiving U.S. Ph.D.'s in physics
are citizens of foreigns countries.

Grodzins 3 assumes that 10% of all

(continued on page 4)
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PHYSICS PH.D.'s AND PERMANENT CAREERS (continued from page 3)
new Ph.D.'s (mostly of course foreign citizens) will go abroad upon
receipt of their Ph.D.

This leaves 900 Ph.D.'s per year to find

employment in the U.S.
b) Growth in Traditional Physics Employment: in the post-Sputnik boom years
there was a growth rate of 7% per year; in the early 1970's the growth
rate was zero or negative.
impossible to predict.

What it will be in the next five years is

Figure 2 shows both 1% and, probably optimistic,

2% growth curves.
c) Leaving Traditional Physics: if there is a 2% growth rate in employment
in thetradiUonal areas of ph;ZSiG.sy- tllen--all the new Ph.D,,' s will be
able to find permanent careers in those traditional physics areas.

If

the growth rate is less, say 1%, then some 100 or so new Ph.D.'s will
have to take their physics skills into non-traditional areas 4 or leave
science completely.
Taking all this together, the predicted yearly rate of about 1000 U.S.
physics Ph.D.'s seems about right for the next five years.

Fairness towards our

graduate students and young Ph.D.'s requires that category c) leaving traditional
physics, not be allowed to increase.

Certainly some new Ph.D.'s want to take

their physics skills into non-traditional areas or to leave science completely.
However, most physics graduate students are looking forward to permanent careers
in the traditional areas of physics.
Even 1000 new Ph.D. 's per year does not result in everything being sweetness
and light in the physics community.

In academia there are about 8000-physics Ph.D.'s
and 2000 physics non-Ph.D.'s who teach. S There is no present growth in academic
teaching employment and no growth is foreseen in the next five years.

Using the same

kinds of calculations which went into Figure 2, the total demand for new physics
Ph.D.'s for

teachin~

positions is at most 200 per year.

Hence 1 in 5 physics graduate

students can copy their thesis advisors career pattern and be called professor.

While

this problem is somewhat alleviated by a growth in non-teaching, permanent research
positions in academia; in some subfields of adademic physics there is a severe
problem.

For example, about 50 new Ph.D.'s in theoretical particle physics are

produced each year;6 yet my theoretical friends tell me that there are about 10
openings each year for tenure track theoretical particle physics positions.
includes permanent positions in national laboratories.
(Continued on page 5)
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Turning to industry, anecdotal information indicates that there are plenty of
jobs for new Ph.D.'s in experimental physics; but the starting salaries are com
paratively modest.

They range from $20,000 to $30,000 per year; not much greater

than the starting salaries of bachelors in engineering.

We might conclude that

industry once more likes to hire new physics Ph.D.'s, but that it is not desparate
for them.
Thus both statistical reasoning and anecdotal information strongly indicate
that 1000 new U.S. physicists Ph.D.'s per year is about the right number if we con
sider the welfare and future careers of the new Ph.D.'s.
is an upper limit.

If anything, 1000 per year

Yet we recognize that an upper limit of 1000 per year produces

problems in graduate education and in basic research.
have too few students at present.

Some graduate physics departments

Some physics subfields, such as experimental particle

physics, have too few postdoctoral research associates.

This latter problem is being

partially solved by the creation of additional permanent positions in national labora
tories and of permanent non-teaching research positions in universities.

We have to

find similar solutions to the other problems; solutions which accept the upper limit of
1000 new physics Ph.D.'s

per year in the United States.

To do otherwise whould be

unfair to the young physicists and would ultimately be unhealthy for the entire physics
community.
1. Suzanne Ellis; Enrollments and Degrees, February, 1979;
American Institute of Physics Report R-151.16;
2. Lee Grodzins; Where Have All The Phrsiciats Gone?, Newsletter of
the Forum on Physics and Society, Vol. 4, No.1 (1975), page 4;
3. Lee Grodzins; Supply and Demand for Ph.D. Physicists, in Physics Careers,
Employment and Education (American Institute of Physics, 1978) edited by
M.L. Perl, page 52;
4. Quoting Grodzins 3 "By the phrase "traditional physics" we mean those areas
in which graduate schools of physics concentrate. Operationally, the labor
force in traditional physics is determined by the number of Ph.D.'s who
select onp of the traditional sub-fields of physics when surveyed as to
their principal specialty of employment. We use the phrase "non-traditional
physics" to encompass those areas with substantial overlap with physics
but which are not identified by those surveyed as being primarily physics.
Non-traditional physics fields include growth areas such as nuclear medicine,
as well as some sub-fields of mathematics, earth sciences, the bio-sciences
and engineering which spun off from physics in decades past."
5. T. E. Senator; Profile of Non-Ph.D. Physicists, the Physics Careers,
Employment and Education (American Institute of Physics, 1978), edited
by M.L. Perl, page 5. I have used the difinition of a physicist by
major field of highest degree.
6. Report of HEPAP Subpanel on High Energy Physics Manpower (1978); Chairman of
subpanel: J. D. Sullivan.
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REPORT FROM THE APS COUNCIL (continued from page 1)
ERA: ERA came up again.

You will recall that Council had previously resolved

not to schedule any more general or divisional APS meetings in states that have
not ratified the ERA, while ERA is pending.

At the April meeting it was moved

to limit the scope of the resolution to general meeting only, the argument being
that the separate Divisions should be free to set their own policy.
failed (for 8; opposed 12; abstaining 2).

The motion

That probably settles the issue for

the APS.
Broid&-

Prii:e:A~-f-ewmtmt:h8ago

for a fluid dynamics prize.

Couneil ~vo-t~~~i'ftake a

proposal~o

on

to pay

We were told that a search had been made, and no

other source of the funds was forthcoming.

Well, now we are doing the same

thing again, and with less excuse, for a prize in atomic and molecular spectro
scopy or chemical physics (the Herbert P. Broida prize).

We already have $3000

available. which is as large as the majority of the APS prizes.

But Council

voted to make this prize $5000 and ask ONR for the money (ONR has indicated re
ceptivity).

(For: 21; opposed 1).

the prize to $3000.

APS MEMBERS:

But there were 5 of us who voted to lower

In my terms that's a groundswell.

JOIN THE FORUM ON PHYSICS AND SOCIETY.
IF YOU JOIN BEFORE DECEMBER 1, 1979, THERE ARE NO DUES.

To become a member of the Forum fill in this form and mail to:
E. William Colglazier
Center for Science and International Affairs
John F. Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

I wish to join the Forum on Physics and Society
Name (Please print)
Address
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FORUM ON PHYSICS AND SOCIETY OFFICERS
AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR 1979
CHAIRMAN:
Paul Horwitz
AVCO Everett Research Laboratory
2385 Revere Beach Parkway
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
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John Andelin
House Committee on Science and
Technology
B374 Rayburn House Office Building
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*
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Physics Department
American University
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*
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*

Richard A. Scribner
Special Assistant to the Undersecretary
of State for Security Assistance,
Science and Technology
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*

Mary L. Shoaf (Past Chairman)
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Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

*

Mary Beth Stearns (APS Council Appointee)
Ford Research Staff
Ford Motor Company
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(617) 389-3000

VICE-CHAIRMAN:
Brian B. Schwartz
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Brooklyn College (CUNY)
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PROGRAM COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN:
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FORUM SESSIONS AT APS MEETINGS
The Program Chairman for Forum sessions at the APS meetings is
Dean Brian Schwartz. The three meetings for which programs are being
pZanned are the annuaZ meeting in Chicago in Zate January, the SoZid
State meeting in New York in Zate March and the Washington meeting in
Zate ApriZ. If you have a suggestion for a topic for any of the meet
ings, pZease write to Dean Schwartz. You shouZd incZude the titZe of
the session, possibZe speaker and their affiZiation, and the name of
an appropriate person who wiZZ arrange the program. PZease wirte
directZy to:
Dean Brian B. Schwartz
Dean, SchooZ of Science
BrookZyn CoUege
BrookZyn, New York 11210
PHYSICS AND SOCIETY
Editor

Production Editor

MARTIN L. PERL

IRMGILD SCHACK

'PHYSICS AND SOCIETY, the Newsletter
of the Forum on Physics and Society
of the American Physical Society is
published for, and distributed free
to, the members of the Forum. It
presents news of the Forum and of
The American Physical Society; and
provides a medium for Forum members
to exchange ideas. PHYSICS AND
SOCIETY also presents articles and
letters on the scientific and eco
nomic health of the physics commu
nity; on the relations of physics

and the physics community to
government and to society, and
of the social responsibilities
of science. They should be send
to the Editor: Martin L. Perl,
SLAC, Stanford, California 94301.
PHYSICS AND SOCIETY is also dis
tributed free to Physics Libraries
upon request. Such requests and
requests for other information
should be sent to I. Schack, SLAC,
Stanford, California 94301.
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